Minutes Of Meeting Between ITA Representatives & Education Department Jalal Pur Peer Wala

Objectives of Meeting

- Sharing Of Meeting With D.C.O, dated 11-08-2011, with the representatives of Education Department of Tehsil Jalal Pur Peer Wala
- Tactical Planning For Healthier Execution Of C.P.B In Tehsil Jalal Pur Peer Wala
- To make the community part of it
- To decide the HR structure and finalize other administrative issues
- To analyze the security measures

Proceedings

The meeting was started at 9:00 am sharp at Dy. DEO (W) Office Tehsil Jalal Pur Peer Wala headed by Madam Nusrat Firdous DEO (EE/W) District Multan. An introductory session was carried out between the participants and following decision were made to make C.P.B Successful in Tehsil Jalal Pur Peer Wala. The following Participants were present in the meeting.

List of Participants

1) Madam Nusrat Firdous (DEO (E/W) District Multan)
2) Madam Anees Fatima Dy. DEO (E/W), Tehsil Jalal Pur Peer Wala
3) Malik Sarfraz Dy. DEO (M), Jalal Pur Peer Wala
4) Mamoona Aslam AEO (W), Jalal Pur Peer Wala
5) Nighat Zahra AEO (W), Jalal Pur Peer Wala
6) Sheikh Niaz Ahmed Qureshi AEO (M), Jalal Pur Peer Wala
7) Muhammad Ishaq AEO (M), Khan Bela
8) Tahir Ayaz kook TV
9) Bilal Siddique Niway Waqat
10) Jameel Asgher Chohan Budget Officer
11) Mushtaq Ahmed Education Assistant
12) Shahzad Ali Admin Officer ITA Multan
13) Jawad Asgher Education Promoter Multan
14) Ricky Bhatti Education Promoter (C.P.B) Multan
15) Qazi Mudasser Internee ITA Multan

Below mentioned are the area's discussed in the meeting and decisions were taken to smooth line the C.P.B Project.

- Verification Of School Data
- Cluster Making With The Help Of Education Department to ensure cost effective routes
- Security Analysis of the Area
- Community Awareness through Media
- DTE's Support
- Funds Raising Campaign For C.P.B with Local Community leaders
- H.R Structure + Volunteer's Selection Criteria
- Baseline Survey of Community by Volunteers
Sharing Of Success Story Of C.P.B Rewani & + Community Contribution At Rewani that how they make the program successful.
Sharing Of Results (First Term, Mid Term & Final Term)
Finalization Of C.P.B Office Premises at Tehsil Jalal Pur Peer Wala at Umer Pur School.

Key Findings & Decisions

- The Office Space is acquired at Tehsil Jalal Pur Peer Wala.
- School Data verification will be completed with support of Education Dept Staff to ensure the achievement of Targets
- H.R Structure + Volunteers Selection from Community with the Help of Local community + Line dept
- Get together with community leaders to aware them about campaign and to make them part of it, to achieve maximum results with their respective support
- Support Of DTE’S
- Identification of Clusters for each cluster coordinator comprising 10 schools
- Launch Of C.P.B at Tehsil with Involvement of Community Leaders

Meeting With AEOs Jalalpur Peer Wala
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